CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS IS A TORONTO-BASED COMPANY WHICH SPECIALISES IN DEVELOPING, SELLING AND MARKETING MEDICAL SOFTWARE AND DEVICES. CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS IS UNIQUELY POSITIONED IN THIS INDUSTRY, AS IT IS FDA CLEARED, ISO CERTIFIED AND HEALTH CANADA/CE APPROVED; IN ADDITION TO THIS, CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS OWNS ALL ITS OWN SOURCE CODE USED TO CREATE ITS SOFTWARE UNLIKE ITS COMPETITORS, WHO TYPICALLY ACQUIRE SOURCE CODE LICENSES.

CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS' SPECIALISES IN ENGINEERING THE SOFTWARE FOR COMPUTER BASED ECGS – THESE RECORDINGS OF THE HEART ARE AMONGST ONE OF THE MOST COMMON DIAGNOSTIC TESTS PERFORMED, THEREBY IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT THE TECHNOLOGY AND SOFTWARE USED TO ASSESS THIS IS EFFICIENT AND CUTTING-EDGE.

CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS' WORK HAS ENABLED THE USE OF NEW MEDICAL DEVICES AND COMMUNICATION PORTALS; THESE INNOVATIVE DESIGNS UTILISE INTERNET AND CELLULAR BASED TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE RECORDING, TRANSMISSION AND VIEWING OF ECGS.

THE COMPANY'S EXCELLENT, PIONEERING WORK IN THIS FIELD IS LEAD BY THEIR CEO, ETIENNE GRIMA. WITH OVER 22 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN BASIC AND CLINICAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND STRENGTHENING CORPORATE PERFORMANCE, ETIENNE IS ABLE TO USE THIS PRIOR KNOWLEDGE WHEN OVERSEEING OPERATIONAL AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE, AND SHREWDLY PINPOINT THE NEXT MOVE.

THE TEAM AT CORPORATE LIVewire ADMIRE THE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS HAS MADE IN RELEASING COMMERCIAL TECHNOLOGIES; INDEED, AS OF 2013 CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS IS ONE OF A VERY FEW COMPANIES THAT SERVICES BOTH MEDICAL AND COMMERCIAL MARKETS INTERNATIONALLY. THE JUDGES RECOGNISED CARDIOCOMM SOLUTIONS' FORAY INTO WEARABLE TECHNOLOGY, EVIDENCED THROUGH THE PLANNED INTRODUCTION OF THEIR HEARTCHECK™ EKG WRISTBAND FOR APPLE AND ANDROID SMARTPHONES. IMPORTantly Corporate LiveWire appreciated how CardioComm Solutions’ efforts will help consumers benefit from access to credible Medical-Wellness products at a lower cost when compared to other, similar products from competitors at from Samsung, Apple and Fitbit. Corporate LiveWire further admired their continued expansion into M-Health markets with their new ECG monitoring license and co-marketing agreement that was finalised in June 2016.

CorporateLiveWire also recognises CardioComm Solutions’ innovative engineering efforts to ensure all different HeartCheck™ devices will seamlessly connect with CardioComm Solutions’ SMART Monitoring ECG reading service allowing users access to their ECG recordings as well as physician access to perform ECG reviews at the request of the user, allowing healthcare professionals to access and manage patient information whenever necessary, in a safe and reliable environment.